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Learn more about the advantages of identity monitoring.

Protecting What 
Matters Most

*

Privacy Advocate Remediation 
Our Privacy Advocates are CITRMS® Certified and ITRC 
Trained to be experts in identity restoration. If we detect 
suspicious activity, a Privacy Advocate will act as a 
dedicated case manager to act on behalf of the victim 
and resolve the issue from start to case completion. 

IdentityMD
Whether it is learning about ID theft, setting fraud 
alerts, or restoring an identity, IdentityMD is designed 
to offer interactive, step-by-step assistance.

$25,000 Identity Theft Insurance Policy
Protect consumers from the financial damages of 
identity theft with our $25,000 Identity Theft 
Insurance Policy* for associated costs, legal defense 
expenses, and lost wages.

Solicitation Reduction
We reduce the root cause of up to 20% of identity 
theft by decreasing junk mail, stopping pre-approved 
credit offers, and ending telemarketing calls.

SNAPD2.0 Identity Monitoring
We monitor identities to uncover identity fraud at its 
inception. Now with High Risk Transaction alerts, 
more fraud is detected sooner, including 
unauthorized account access, fund transfers and 
password resets.

Internet Surveillance
By scouring an ever-evolving network of 
compromised machines, we detect information 
misuse in the Underground Internet and alert 
consumers with unparalleled accuracy.

Digital Identity 
This interactive, easy-to-read report summarizes 
what a real-time deep Internet search finds out about 
a subscriber, offers a Privacy Grade and tips to 
better secure personal information.

WalletArmor 
This secure, online document repository makes lost 
wallet replacement quick and easy. Using 
state-of-the-art technology, we now include real-time 
card monitoring of the Underground Internet. 

Complete Identity Monitoring  

PrivacyArmor offers consumers a comprehensive, proactive 
identity theft defense. Our proprietary technology makes 
InfoArmor’s identity protection more than enough to help fight 
21st century crime.  

Features include:

Identity theft insurance underwritten by insurance company subsidiaries or affiliates of Chartis Inc. The description herein is a summary and 
intended for informational purposes only and does not include all terms, conditions and exclusions of the policies described. Please refer to 
the actual policies for terms, conditions, and exclusions of coverage. Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions.


